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The solution for DUST-FREE SWEEPING (Pm 10)
In association with Hydrovac, a joint venture between Van Gansewinkel and Heijmans, KOKS Milieu- en Voertuigtechniek has developed
a compact, dust-free sweeping machine. This machine will be used at the Corus grounds for dust and emission-free road-surface cleaning.

Thanks to its compact size, even narrow roads
and difficult to reach corners can be efficiently
and effectively cleaned. The machine, based
on a KOKS-Bucher 5050 sweeping/vacuum

machine, has enough suction power to pick up
even iron-ore pellets. In the design, we replaced
the entire brush mount with a suction beam.
Rotating suction nozzles are mounted at the
front of the suction beam and are connected
to a high pressure pump. Because of these

alterations and the four-wheel drive, the
machine has a maximum reach and produces
excellent cleaning results. Besides the Corus
grounds, this splendid machine can easily take
on halls and other dirty areas.

PreFace
Advertisers are regularly
announcing that the end of
the recession has already
begun. Customers are again
being encouraged to choose
“quality”. Our customers are
no exception, and they have realised that investing in quality is always the wisest choice. You
are then able to distinguish yourself by surviving
weak periods or recessions and, as a result,
maintain your standing. The costs, when looked
at over the long-term, also end up being lower.
We have maintained an almost constant flow
of orders during the recession. The fact that
our customers value us and our work is now
being illustrated by our massive order portfolio.
This positive development requires a huge effort
from our employees. Luckily, our team of personnel has recently been substantially expanded
with experienced professionals. We are fully
aware of the importance of investment in personnel, quality, training and team-building.
Therefore I would like to thank all our staff for
their considerable hard work in the past and
for the effort that will be required of them in the
future. Despite the large number of orders, our
slogan is “Don’t just reap the harvest, make sure
you sow too”. I’m proud to announce that
recently two new representatives for the BeNeLux, with regard to sewer rehabilitation and rail
vehicles, have been added to our organisation.
In this Courier you will read about several
innovative issues which could be important to
you and which will give us an opportunity to
grow together.
Thank you very much for your taking the time to
read this. I hope you enjoy it.
Gerard Koks sr.

KOKS Productie + Rebac =
KOKS SPECIAL PRODUCTS
Economical growth is covered at great length in the media. Even though we often read
press reports with a certain level of scepticism, we still need to acknowledge that we
now experience the consequences hereof in practice.

The improvement in the economy has led to an enormous
increase in the demand for specialised vehicles. The best
way to adequately anticipate this has been to merge KOKS
Productie and Rebac into a new company: KOKS Special
Products bv. This step does not only allow us to offer
our customers a range of associated services but also to
produce more vehicles.

ROADMASTER leading the way
In road construction the demand for a sweeper/vacuum machine is high. The increasing pressure to finish projects quickly, takes its toll
on the capacity of a vacuum vehicle.

Taking this as a starting point, KOKS Milieuen Voertuigtechniek will introduce the new
Roadmaster in the spring. This name will

sound very familiar to many. In the past, this
was the name in road construction when you
were talking about performance. For this reason, we take great pleasure in, once more,
calling the new standard “Roadmaster”.
This sweeping/vacuum machine will, of course,
be in keeping with the current technological
possibilities. The construction of the Roadmaster means that you can choose to have
an auxilary engine machine or one with
complete hydrostatic drive. The Optifant 70,
with a waste tank volume of 7 m3, forms the

basis of the Roadmaster. The well-known Optifant benefits, coupled with powerful, improved
suction power, completes the Roadmaster and
makes it economically advantageous. The
Roadmaster is also available as a complete
road surface cleaner, whereby the suction
beam and high-pressure nozzles are mounted
directly behind the rear axle of the vehicle. You
then have the use of a cost-effective machine
that can be put to work on almost any road
cleaning tasks. We would soon like to demonstrate the power of the new Roadmaster to you.

WATER MANAGEMENT EXHIBITION in the Czech Republic
Just

like last year, EUROM, ROM and

KOKS Special Products, joined in the
KOKS Group, will be participating in
the exhibition at Vodovody-Kanalizace/
VOD-KA in Brno in the Czech Republic.

This international water management exhibition will take place on 29-31 May. The
KOKS Group will be showing several new

products in the areas of vacuum/high
pressure trucks, industrial cleaning vehicles,
sewer cleaning machines and camera
inspection equipment. Besides seeing new

products, visitors from, amongst others, the
Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Austria,
Italy, Poland and Slovenia, can look forward
to demonstra-tions of all kinds.

Multi-functional achievement
With its delivery to Dongen council, the standard KOKS gully emptier, with a 5.7 m3 sludge tank and a 1.8 m3 clean water tank, has
been taken to a higher level.

Dongen placed an order for a gully emptier
but wanted its chassis to be multi-functional.
A removable gully emptier seemed to be the
ideal solution. So when the vehicle is not
being used, the truck can be used for winter
equipment or as a tipper truck.

ROAD SURFACE WORKS
even better than expected
KOKS
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Group built a road surface machine for JB Bonnefond Environnement that

solved the problems caused by slick roads in France.

Due to the high temperatures in this often
sunny environment, the bitumen rises up out
of the gravel. A slippery road surface can have
disastrous consequences. The new machine,
developed by KOKS, removes a small part
of the bitumen so that a good bond can be
formed with the new layer of asphalt. The
machine turned out to be excellent, with the
small stones that were laid bare during the
process forming a new, textured road surface
which complied with all the friction requirements. This procedure has provided an
environmentally friendly and useful method
of “roughing up” road surfaces. In short,
this is an innovative project of which we are
extremely proud and one with which the
users in France are more than satisfied.

Everything on a roll
with IBAK CABLE
WINCH

SWEEPER/CUTTER sold!

The stationary and motorised Ibak cable
winch KW505 with 500 meters of camera
cable has been created by drawing on
years of practical experience.

The powerful engine and the automated cable
winding mechanism ensure that each layer of
the cable is well winched-up. The integrated
pulling-power indicator ensures an optimal
and synchronised collaboration between
the cable winch and the camera vehicle. The
winchmounted cable is one without a coax
cable but with a twisted-pair connection for
the video signal and has, in practice, fewer
breakages. Because the camera cable is also
fitted with a glass fibre connection, the Ibak
Panoramo camera can also be attached.
KOKS Ridderkerk will be happy to provide
you with an overview of the possibilities.

T he demonstration of the Optifant 70 at the Van Wellen company went so well that
they decided to buy the very same vehicle used in the demonstration from ITEV.

This machine is fitted with a 35 cm mini-cutter
and has a suction hose on the rear door. This
makes it easier and quicker for Van Wellen
to work in those hard-to-reach places. The
narrow cutter enables short, small bits of
asphalt to be removed easily. Furthermore,

the vehicle is an essential tool for cleaning
the loading and unloading quays in the
harbour area. In short, Van Wellen can
reach much more with this mini road-surface
cleaner than with an ‘ordinary’ sweeper.

AQ-RENT expands THE WOMA FLEET
The fleet of rental equipment at AQ-RENT has been expanded with the newest Woma

MATEXPO
shows many goods

high pressure unit. Besides having a modern and well-built pump, you can now also
easily achieve optimum cleaning results.

The MK3 has an operating pressure of 2,500
bar (max. 3,000 bar) and has a flow rate
of 25 l/min. Compared to the previous
unit’s 21 l/min, this flow rate is a substantial
improvement. Therefore you can not only work

ITEV
more quickly but also ensure better cleaning.
Would you like to rent this unit or are you
interested in renting other high pressure
equipment, sweeping machines, vacuum or
air displacement vehicles?
Please call our planning department in
Alkmaar on +31 (0)72 540 66 99.

is

busy

with

preparations

for

Matexpo 2007. This international trade
show for machines, technology and
equipment for the building industry,
roadworks, industry, recycling and public
works will take place on 5-9 September
in the Belgian city of Kortrijk.

This exhibition is the most important European
gathering, so your visit will be more than
worthwhile! ITEV is manning a larger stand
than in previous years and is bringing a great
deal of new equipment along, including
sweeping machines, a narrow-track refuse
collection vehicle, a gritting truck, a camera
sewer inspection vehicle, high pressure sewer
cleaning machines and a gully emptier. You
are warmly invited to this exhibition, so save
a spot for your Matexpo visit in your schedule
book now.

Powerhouse with 2-GUN CONTROL
The new, powerful KOKS combi is a welcome addition to the Martens Scheeps- en Industriereiniging (s-Heerenhoek) vehicle fleet.
This combination tackles cleaning problems
with 2 guns on a Woma 250 Z high pressure
pump giving 105 l/min at 1,000 bar. The
side-tanks with a total volume of 7 m3, are

situated on both sides of the machine, giving
the combi a “winged” appearance. Together
with the 14 m3 sludge tank, the vehicle can
be used for quite some time. The 3,000 m3/h

vacuum pump completes the combi and
turns it into a real powerhouse.

Queuing up for ROAD CLEANERS
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Fine dust particles, the better adherence of asphalt and a clean look to (industrial) areas
are just some of the developments which increase the need for road surface cleaning
machinery. In order to completely fulfil this need, KOKS Milieu- en Voertuigtechniek
offers a wide range of solutions for road surface cleaning.

Despite the
warmer winters,
GRITTERS STILL
GO TO WORK
Even though we are often left waiting for
the winter weather to come, ITEV was still
able to deliver many gritting machines.
The road authorities have to ensure that
they are prepared for the worst conditions
during the winter days.

With numerous, already satisfied customers,
KOKS MVT is currently working on the realisation of several new road surface cleaners.
Whether for roughing-up asphalt, removing
markings or getting rid of rubber or bitumen…

the machine can be built, in modules, according to requirements. To develop a machine
in accordance with your specific application,
one of our specialists can come and see you
for an introductory meeting.

SHORTCUTTER in the ‘BEND’
Do you have problems with milling pipes with angles of
90˚? With the recently introduced ROM Shortcutter, these
problems belong to the past.

The ROM Shortcutter is ideal for removing among others, roots,
lime-scale, mousse and waste concrete from sewers. This dirt
remover can be used for pipes with diameters ranging from 110
up to 250 mm. The unique form gives outstanding results, even at
right angles. The ROM Shortcutter can cut roots into small pieces
without leaving any waste in the pipe.

Judging by the orders from Wavre council, the
city of Ghent and the company Goeminne, it is
clear that councils and contractors take this
very seriously. All of them have bought a larger
version of the gritting machine. The company
Rogghe has decided to purchase a version of
the machine that is mounted behind a tractor.
With this equipment, our customers are able
to become fully winterized for an effective
prevention of slippery roads in the winter.

DOUBLE PUMP SET SIMULTANEOUSLY AVAILABLE
Again, we were asked to build a multi-functional unit for AVR. One that is, as expected,
extraordinarily efficient and cost-effective.

The large Woma high pressure machine
model D 550 Z (228 l/min at 1.000 bar) will
be used for high pressure cleaning processes,
such as cleaning heat exchangers or reactors.
The second high pressure pump is located in the
front of the extremely stable, sound-proofed,
plywood bodywork and is driven by the truck
engine. This Woma high pressure pump model

250 Z (99 l/min at 1.000 bar) can be used
simultaneously with the other high pressure
unit for manual tasks, such as cleaning valves.
A special characteristic of this high pressure
pump is the 2 gun system with pressure/
rpm control which noticeably improves the
productivity.

Substantial SUBSIDY FOR PURCHASING SWEEPING
MACHINES in Belgium
The Flemish government, in collaboration with OVAM (Openbare Vlaamse Afvalstoffen Maatschappij), has worked out a substantial
50% subsidy for the purchase of cleaning machines and other investments that improves further environmental issues.

This ruling aims to control litter and encourage
the correct treatment of rubbish so that the
people of Belgium can enjoy cleaner living
areas. This means that the cities and councils

will be in a position to use the subsidy to
purchase a cleaning machine with a volume
of 1-4 m3. For ITEV customers, this applies
to the purchase of a Bucher Cityspider, a

Bucher 2020 or a Bucher 5000. For more
information about this subsidy, regulations and
demonstrations of the sweeping equipment,
we invite you to our Open Day on 24 and
25 June in Eke-Nazareth. If you have any
questions in the meantime, you can contact ITEV
on +32 (0)9 211 12 78 without obligation.

Coming soon:
CLEANING
DEMO DAYS
M ake a note in your diary to visit the
Cleaning Demo Days. KOKS Milieu- en
Voertuigtechniek is one of the permanent
exhibitors and promises you an interesting day to look forward to.

Expanded service Ibak
SEWER INSPECTION EQUIPMENT
For over a year, KOKS Ridderkerk has been the official representative of Ibak sewer
inspection equipment in the BeNeLux countries.

a new engineer and our own high pressure
engineers have been trained on cable repairs.
Due to this, Cock van Vianen, our Ibak/
Prokasro product manager, will have more
time to contact you and to accompany our
account managers.

Apart from sales, KOKS has set itself the
target of perfecting and expanding the service and after-sales service of this inspection
machinery. Therefore, KOKS Ridderkerk
has recently acquired 3 camera systems:
the Panoramo 2 EEX, the Argus 4 EEX and
the Orpheus EEX. Customers can rent these
cameras if repair of their own equipment
takes longer than anticipated. Thanks to
the ability to offer replacement equipment,
camera vehicles will not come to a standstill
and work can continue.
As of today, the servicemanagement of
KOKS Ridderkerk is handled by Sander
Prent to ensure a better total service. Furthermore, the Ibak team has been expanded with

From 12-14 June, the RDW Test Centre in
Lelystad will be the meeting place for everyone involved in the waste and cleaning sector.
During these days a complete overview of
all the latest trends and developments and
new business methods and technologies
will be provided. This year’s theme is ‘Clean
Drive!’. In addition to product innovations
and demonstrations, several meetings will be
organised with regard to this theme to discuss
related subjects, such as climate change. The
location is perfect for trying out or driving
sweeping machines and cleaning vehicles.
The interactive nature of the activities will,
hopefully, motivate you, as much as possible,
to visit this event. The organiser of the
exhibition is the “Cleaning Vehicle” section
of the department of “Specialised Vehicles”,
Association RAI.

New: Kummert CAMERA
INSPECTION SYSTEMS
The agency for the Kummert camera in-
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spection systems is granted to in by ROM.
With Kummert cameras, you can make
a professional diagnosis of the state of
the pipelines even more quickly.

The ground-breaking CamMobile Profi II
makes use of well-established technology
applied in CCTV video-vehicles. One of
the advantages is that the mobile system is
equipped with a tilting camera-head with
controllable, motorised focus and is selflevelling. Two integrated lasers determine
the exact diameter of the sewer. A mouse
and keyboard are superfluous as steering is

carried out using a joystick and a control pen.
The internal hard drive of the CamMobile
Profi II has a storage capacity of, at least, 24
hours of digital video footage. You can also
export videos, photos and inspection data to

the accompanying external drive. The userfriendly software enables you to carry out the
complete evaluation and inspection on site.
The report is easy to print out or copied to a
CD or a DVD. Thanks to this well thought-out
approach, you can provide a comprehensive
and professional service to public authorities
and private clients. The Kummert camera
system forms the ideal expansion of the ROM
SeeSnake product-line.

KOKS Special Products SERVICE now also based in RIDDERKERK
In order to be able to help our customers as quickly and efficiently as possible, KOKS
Special Products after sales service is now not only available in Alkmaar, but also
in Ridderkerk.

This means that the expertise to carry out
services and inspections and to assist with
problems with specialised vehicles supplied
by KOKS Special Products is now available
in Ridderkerk. So if it is more convenient for
you to come to Ridderkerk for maintenance

and service of your cleaning equipment. We
will be pleased to help you at this location.
The coordination does, however, take place in
Alkmaar, ensured by our after-sales manager
Sander de Wilde. You can contact him on
+31 (0)72 540 66 99.

EUROM SALES picks up well-established customers
In the Czech Republic, Sebak is a trendsetter in the sewer cleaning sector. Its
search for the best equipment to carry
out its tasks ended with EUROM.

EUROM stood out because of its wide
product range, the excellent service and the
possibility of specialised maintenance and
support from Brno.
Sebak’s company vehicle is fitted with ROM
Ecofit, the most advanced, ergonomic and
user-friendly built-in sewer cleaning machine
available. Besides the ROM Ecofit, Sebak
also bought the all-round Ridgid K-60 spring
machine for unblocking pipes in domestic
homes. In order to track down problems in
drainage systems quickly and reliably, we
also supplied the NaviTrack Scout in combination with a Ridgid-Kollmann camera. All in
all, this is a valuable expansion of equipment
which allows Sebak to serve their customers
even better.

FLEXIBLE USAGE of chassis-mounted sweeping machines
De

Groote Gaston from Belgium is the

proud owner of a clever piece of custommade equipment that roughens up road
surfaces, removes road markings and
cleans the roads.

An Omnifant 80 H sweeper forms the foundation of this original unit. The construction
of an extra, double cutting unit means that
this machine can be put to work as a proper
cutter. The width of each cutting head is
Ø 350 to 700 mm. Controlling the cutting
heads is very simple and is done either
from within the cabin or at the cutting heads
themselves. The sweeper unit has a waste
tank of 8 m3, a water tank of 3.5 m3, a high
pressure pump with a flow rate of 160 l/min
and an operating pressure of 300 bar. The
total cleaning width covers at least 3,000 mm.
Thanks to the brilliant sweeping machinecutting unit combination, the cut material can
be sucked up and cleaned away nicely. All
in all, this is a perfect addition to this roadmarking company’s fleet.

European
DEMO TOUR

Prokasro for SEWER REPAIRS
KOKS

Special Products supplies vehicles for sewer cleaning. In addition, KOKS

Ridderkerk also offers sewer inspection equipment. Through the new Prokasro
dealership we can also provide equipment for sewer treatment and repairs.

Roughly 30% of the existing sewer system is
damaged or porous. This can have disastrous
effects on man and nature. As noted recently in the news, in the coming years many
kilometres of sewerage pipes will have to be
replaced, improved and repaired. There are
enormous amounts of money budgeted for
this. The German company Prokasro is a
specialist in the area of economical and
efficient solutions for improving our sewerage

In order to further strengthen the export
growth of ROM, our new demonstrator
Robert van der Waarden started a European demo tour.

The demonstration van is equipped with
the latest ROM Ecofit. This sophisticated
built-in sewer cleaning system has already
been successful on the market for years and has
recently been perfected, after the practical
input from its users. The ease of use and the
design have also been refined. We would
love to drive by and demonstrate all the “ins
and outs” of our equipment to you.

system. Prokasro stands for “Progressive
Kanalsanierrobotik”. With the help of this
relining and clearing equipment you can
reach and treat places that a person would
struggle to get to. For more information or
a demonstration please contact Cock van
Vianen, our product manager from KOKS
Ridderkerk, or one of our account managers.

Very popular TOILET SERVICE UNITS
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For emptying and cleaning portable toilet cabins, the ROM T service-unit model is the
best solution! This durable and reliable toilet vacuum unit has a large capacity and an
unprecedented high level of servicing convenience. And this will benefit many customers…

For over 30 years, Dixi has been Europe’s
leading company in the area of mobile toilets.
Due to busyness related to the own production
of service trucks and due to previous good
experiences with ROM, Dixi decided to, at this
time, outsource the production. Because Dixi
has the well-being and job-satisfaction of its
employees high on hits list of priorities, the
twelve T-units are equipped with health and
safety approved toilet lifts and carbon filters.

Boels is a well-established organisation
within the rental market in the Netherlands,
Belgium and Germany. According to the
ideas and requirements of Boels, the service
units are made to fit on the Iveco chassis and
are executed with a number of tailor-made
solutions, including high pressure cleaners,
toilet cages and carbon filter elements. Paintwork in the own company colours ensures a
unique impression.

New SKYTIPPER now also active in Germany
As

preferred supplier, KOKS Special

Products was able to recently manufacture two MegaVac air displacement
vehicles for the German Buchen Group.

Both vehicles were delivered to the Duisburg
branch and are fully in conformity with the
ATEX explosion safety regulations. Thanks to
the ATEX pump system with special silencers
with fire extinguishers (patented system),
authorised by Norske Veritas, this vehicle can
be deployed in zone 2 areas. This system also
complies with all ADR/GGVS danger classifications. One of the two Megavac vehicles is
a high tipper. Due to the advantageous fact that
both the front and rear of the superstructure
can be lifted, the tank volume can be emptied
into containers and big bags more easily.
That makes the so-called “SkyTipper” even
more flexible and this is ‘highly’ valued by
our customers at Buchen. Due to this success,
KOKS Special Products has received orders
for three more vehicles from Buchen.

Zagro RAILWAY agency
The Zagro agency in the Benelux countries
is a perfect addition for KOKS Milieu- en
Voertuigtechniek to the successful agency
of Zweiweg as supplier of railway/road
vehicles.

The specialities of both parties reinforce each
other and, consequently, the offer provided
to you, as a possible user of these products.

In fact, any railway/road equipment of your
choice can be installed on small transporters
(for example, MB Sprinter), Unimog or a
truck chassis. During the trade show “Railtech”
in Utrecht at the end of last March, much
interest was shown in the material presented
by KOKS. Our specialist, Matthijs Bokma,
will gladly inform you about the possibilities.

RENTAL GOES WELL in Belgium
In our last Courier we announced that we were going to start rental activities in Belgium.

CONTAINER
on the deep blue sea

Less than six months later, we are pleased to report that this was a good move. In

AVR took its chance with KOKS Special

addition, AQ-RENT nv has in the meantime been established in Ghent, and the fleet has

Products

been expanded with new equipment.

equipment, to carry out the necessary

for

good

and

trustworthy

tasks off-shore.

Wetteren council now rents a narrow-track
gully emptier on a long-term basis. As
for sweepers, the Bucher 5000 and the
Citycat 2020 have been rented out for use on
site at customers’. The PBE refuse collection
vehicle is a new fleet-member. The limited
dimensions of this small refuse collection

vehicle offer a number of advantages. Besides
the high level of manoeuvrability and the
problemfree access to narrow streets and
alleys, the driver only needs an ordinary ‘B’
driving license in order to drive this vehicle. This
is a real bonus for the councils, as there are not
many employees who hold a ‘C’ driving license.

The recently delivered 10” off-shore container
contains a vacuum unit with a 2.400 m3/h
liquid ring vacuum pump, driven by a 175 HP
diesel engine, which complies with the TIER 3
emission standards. This off-shore approved
custom-made piece of equipment will be
used on drilling platforms to suck up all types
of fluids and sludges.

Sweepers with GRIT SUCTION
It is obvious that sales of sweepers are
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closely linked to market trends. It is notable that many ITEV clients have shown an
interest in the truck mounted sweepers
which are equipped with grit suction.

Currently, in the Belgian harbours a lot of
intrest has risen in sweepers with grit suction
located between the axles or behind the
rear axle, combined with high pressure and
a large sludge tank and water tank. Due to
the strict environmental regulations there, the

dirty quays must be cleaned on a daily basis.
During road construction it is also necessary
for machines to carry out deep cleaning for
pre-treatment of the road surface before the
first adhesive layer has been applied.

CAMERA-INSPECTION in the industrial sector
A part from the sewer cleaning branch, Ibak’s camera inspection equipment can also be useful within the industrial sector. The Reym concern
has expanded its activities within the industrial cleaning, transport and waste logistics sector with a brand new camera inspection vehicle.

Orion, both of which can be mounted on the
KRA 65 or KRA 75 undercarriages. As soon
as a camera with LED display is lowered into
position, the inspection can be monitored and
controlled from two screens in the vehicle.
Directly after the check is carried out, the
customer can receive a global report on site,
either printed or on DVD. The EEX-approved
equipment is totally self-supporting and can
operate for at least 24 hours without power
connection. Reym’s service personnel speaks
very highly of the Ibak equipment’s userfriendly interface, its safety, precision and
its possibilities, and are pleased with their
satisfied customers.

This van equipped with cameras and computers, inspects, among others, chemical
sewers, oil pipes, coolers and oil tanks
throughout the Netherlands. These jobs are
carried out at great height as well as under
the ground. Reym has two camera heads at
its disposal, the Ibak Orpheus and the Ibak

Go to the toilet in style
ROM is proud to introduce the brand-new interior work of the Thal Mondo
toilet cabin. The sloping interior work, Space Flusher, is designed to create
even more room and comfort.

The particular arrangement of the interior work
and the hand-wash basins noticeably enlarge
the room to move within the toilet cabin. The

new Thal Mondo Space Flusher is
simple to maintain and clean. The
sloping interior work is available
in a grey and granite finish.
If you expand your fleet with the
Thal Mondo Space Flusher, you
distinguish yourself by offering
greater comfort. In addition to this,
you can create a new, fresh feeling
and increase the comfort of your
old cabins.

KOKS DIARY 2007
29 - 31 May

Vodovody-Kanalizace/VOD-KA
Water management exhibition

Brno Exhibition Centre, Brno, Czech Republic
www.bvv.cz/envibrno-gb

05 - 07 June

Industrial Maintenance
Technology exhibition for maintenance, renovation and
renewal in Europe

Ahoy, Rotterdam, Holland
www.industrialmaintenance.nl

12 - 14 June

ReinigingsDemoDagen
Waste/cleaning exhibition - Clean drive!

RDW Test centre, Lelystad, Holland
www.reinigingsdemodagen.nl

24 and 25 June

Opendeurdagen ITEV
Everything about sweepers, sewer cleaning,
sewer inspection equipment, domestic waste vehicles and
camera inspection systems

ITEV, Eke-Nazareth, Belgium
www.itev.be

05 – 09 September Matexpo		
	Trade show for machines, technology and equipment for
the construction industry, road construction,
other industries and recycling and public works

Kortrijk Expo, Kortrijk, Belgium
www.matexpo.be

11 - 13 September

Demodagen Papendal
Trade show for sport, games, recreation and public spaces

Nat. Sportcentrum Papendal, Arnhem, Holland
www.demo-dagen.nl

09 – 12 October

Riolering & Stedelijk watermanagement
Trade show for products and services in the sanitation
and urban water management industry

Brabanthallen, ‘s-Hertogenbosch, Holland
www.riolering.net		

Powerful WOMA CLEANER
I n order to be able to compete effectively in the rental market, AQ-RENT has acquired a high pressure/hot water cleaning machine.
					The Woma Ecotherm 800 with burner is extremely suitable for efficiently cleaning surfaces
of contaminants such as fat, paint, graffiti and oils.

INFO
For more information, please contact:

KOKS GROUP

Diamantweg 1, 1812 RC Alkmaar, Holland		
Tel. +31 (0)72 540 66 99
Fax +31 (0)72 540 55 40
www.koks.com; info@koks.com
THE KOKS GROUP INCLUDES:
KOKS Milieu- en Voertuigtechniek bv
	Specialist in road maintenance equipment
Tel. +31 (0)72 540 66 99, www.koksmvt.com
KOKS Ridderkerk bv
	Specialist in high-pressure, hot water technology,
sewer inspection and sanitation technology
	Tel. +31 (0)180 46 28 88,
www.koksridderkerk.nl
KOKS Special Products bv
	Specialist in cleaning and vehicle technology for
industry and municipalities
	Tel. +31 (0)72 540 66 99,
www.koksspecialproducts.com
ROM bv
Specialist in sewer cleaning equipment and
portable toilets
Tel. +31 (0)342 49 04 17, www.rombv.com
EUROM s.r.o. – Czech Republic
	Specialist in high-quality parts and
the development of sewer cleaning equipment
Tel. +42 (0)544 234 505, www.eurom.cz
ITEV nv – Belgium
	Specialist in equipment for road maintenance
and municipal and industrial cleaning
Tel. +32 (0)9 211 12 78, www.itev.be
AQ-RENT bv
Specialist in the rental of cleaning equipment
Tel. +31 (0)72 540 66 99, www.aq-rent.eu

gecertificeerd

VGM CHECKLIST AANNEMERS

The faster, improved cleaning effect of the
Woma ET800 produces fantastic results. The
ET800 high pressure unit is built into a singleaxle trailer. High pressure hoses and other
items needed on site can be stored in the
large, front-mounted storage bin. Underneath

the hood, you will find a high pressure pump
with an operating pressure of 800 bar at a
flow rate of 21 l/min and the burner. The latter
heats the water to a temperature of 95˚C at the
nozzle. In short, you’ll have the best in cleaning
power which can be rented hassle-free.

